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Structured Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to contribute to a more nuanced understanding of Asian consumer culture by exploring how hungry ghost death ritual in the Buddhist world reconciles spiritual asceticism and materialism. 
Design/methodology/approach – This is an interpretive study that incorporates elements of visual semiotics, ethnography, and qualitative data analysis. The native-speaking first author interviewed local ritual leaders of the Pee Ta Khon festival in Dansai, Thailand,while both authors witnessed examples of other Buddhist death rituals in Thailand and visited temples and markets selling death ritual paraphernalia. Data include translated semi-structured interview transcripts, field notes, photographs and videos, the personal introspection of the first author, and also news articles and website information.  
Findings – The paper reveals how hungry ghost death ritual resolves cultural contradictions by connecting materialism and spirituality through consumption practices of carnival celebration with feasting, music, drinking, costumes, and spirit offerings of symbols of material wealth such as paper money and branded goods. 
Research implications/limitations - Further research in the form of full ethnographic studies of the same and other rituals would add additional detail and depth to the understanding of ritual in Asian consumer culture.    
Originality/value – The study extends existing qualitative consumer research into death ritual into a new area, and sheds light on the way managers must locate Asian marketing initiatives within distinctively local contexts.         
How the Hungry Ghost Mythology Reconciles Materialism and Spirituality in Thai Death Ritual 
Introduction               
Marketers must always deal with cultural context but the varied and nuanced contexts of Asian consumer culture remain relatively under-explored in the Western research literature. This paper seeks to shed light on a central enigma of Asian consumption, the co-existence of ostentatious brand consumption with traditional spiritual belief in the immorality of materialism. It does so by reviewing the consumption elements of a selection of Asian death rituals, with a focus on one particularly vivid example of how traditional belief, myth and ritual connect through modern-day consumption practices: the Pee Ta Khon Hungry Ghost festival held in Dansai, north-central Thailand.    

Ritual remains a relatively neglected topic in marketing and consumer research. Since Rook (1985) first introduced ritual into the field, various commentators (e.g. Arnould, 2001) have remarked on the small number of follow-up studies that elaborate on the importance of ritual to consumption, and of consumption to ritual. Death ritual research studies are even less prevalent, although there have been some previous consumer research studies that touch upon the hungry ghost cosmology within the Tibetan Mahāyāna Buddhist tradition (e.g. Gould, 1991, 1992) and in Chinese Taosim (Zhao and Belk, 2003; 2008). In this paper we extend studies of death and ritual in relation to Asian consumption to a Thai Theravada Buddhist context in order to explore the way Western-style, individualistic consumption co-exists with respect for, and celebration of, traditional Asian values of spiritual asceticism.       

The Hungry Ghost is an enduring feature of East, South-East and North Asian religious and folk mythology, representing the negative spiritual consequences of earthly desire. Paradoxically, many rituals that invoke the hungry ghost also seem to embrace the overt materialism that, to Westerners, characterises much Asian consumption, for example, in the form of burnt offerings of paper versions of Louis Vuitton bags, Mercedes-Benz cars and Gucci wrist watches to be consumed by the dead in the afterlife. Paper burning rituals in themselves are not new: they have been in existence in China for 1000 years (Blake, 2011). The use of imitation branded goods, though, dates from the emergence of Western-style consumption in the East. Additionally, many hungry ghost rituals have feasting, dancing, music, entertainment performances and other consumption practices at their core, including food and other offerings for visitors, and for the ghosts themselves. 

Overall, we wish to contribute to the consumer research literature on ritual and Asian consumer culture with an ethnographically informed ‘rich’ description (Geertz, 1973) of the symbolic role of the hungry ghost in Thai death ritual. We show that it reveals the uneasy assimilation of traditional Asian values and Western consumer culture by connecting the present, the past, the living and the dead. Hence, we contribute explicitly to the Western consumer research into Buddhist-influenced consumption practices by exploring the previously un-explored Theravada tradition of hungry ghost ritual. Our key insight is that, through this example of a traditional Asian death ritual, the mythological figure of the hungry ghost can be seen to work not only to oppose the values of individualism and materialism with which Western consumer culture is often associated, but to assist in their cultural assimilation. This contributes to an explanation of the apparent paradox in Eastern consumer culture of the co-existence of ostentatious consumption, especially of luxury goods, and traditional ritual and beliefs with modesty and frugality at their core, enabling Western consumption to be adopted on a distinctively Eastern model.  
  
Asian consumption is emerging as a global economic force, but the nuances of Asian consumer culture remain an enigma to many in the West (McGrath et al., 2013; Venkatesh et al., 2013). Asian brands and consumer practices in food, martial arts, music, electronic games, high fashion and many other areas have made significant inroads into Western markets (Kniazeva and Belk, 2012; Hong and Kim, 2013; Seo, 2013; Kuang-Ying Loo and Hackley, 2013). As a consequence of the rise of Asian economies, there has been increased research into Asian consumption (Fam et al., 2009), but still relatively little that uses qualitative methods (Eckhardt and Dholakia, 2013: Hackley and Hackley, 2013). As a result, Asian consumer culture is perhaps most noted in the West for the stereotypically ostentatious consumption and display of luxury brands by the rapidly growing middle and upper classes (Chadha and Husband, 2007; Lu, 2008). The broad motives for consumption seem superficially similar in East and West, in the sense that ownership and display of prestige brands and high quality goods can signal group identification and class distinction (Belk, 1988). Clearly, though, the cultural, historical, political and economic contexts of consumption in East and West are profoundly different. Western style consumption carries many tensions and contradictions within the West: this is also true for Eastern consumers who try to assimilate to Western consumer culture (Tiwsakul and Hackley, 2012). In this paper we focus on one area of Asian life: the hungry ghost death rituals, for the potential they hold to express and also to reconcile the tension surrounding materialism versus spiritual asceticism in Asian consumer culture.
We will firstly note a selection of research studies on ritual and death in consumer research before outlining the role of the hungry ghost mythology across parts of Asia and, in particular, in the Thai Theravāda Buddhist tradition. We will then offer an outline of the method and an account of selected features of the festival that we focus on for this paper, before discussing the main themes that emerged from the analysis of the various data sets. Finally, we discuss the insights that emerge to contour our understanding of the role of death ritual in Asian consumer culture.
 
Ritual and Death in Consumer Research 
Ritual bestows order, community and transformation on society (Driver, 1998) in ways that are often premised on consumption activities. Death, like ritual, has been relatively neglected as a research topic in the consumer research field, although some studies have reflected on the consumption activities connected to death in the West (e.g. Price at al., 2000; Metcalf and Huntington, 1991) while some non-Western death rituals have been noted as sites for consumption study (Bonsu and Belk, 2003: see also Bond, 1980; Goody, 1962). In anthropological studies, death ritual can be seen to serve various purposes (Davies, 1997). It might reflect local traditions and mythologies, historical or invented, or seasonal transitions: it can evolve into forms that are spectacularised as tourist attractions: ritual can celebrate life or death, and it might distil fears and superstitions into a single event and thereby ameliorate their power over people. 

Anything involved in rituals communicates symbolic meanings (Rook and Levy 1983; Gainer 1995) and rituals, including death rituals, have played a key role in the understanding of the symbolic aspects of consumption (Rook, 1985; Belk, 1994; Stanfield and Kleine, 1990; Wallendorf and Arnould, 1991; Holt, 1992; Houston, 1999; Ustuner et al., 2000; Minowa, 2008). In rituals connected to death, the possessions of both the deceased and the living assume symbolic importance (see, for example, Belk et al., 1989; Belk, 1988, 1991: Gentry et al., 1995; Turley, 1995, 1998; Carroll and Romano, 2010). In the West, death marks the end of consumption, since, as Borgmann (2000) said, “To live is to consume” (p. 418) (also Hirschman et al., 2013). In Eastern death ritual, there is no such finality, reflecting the different eschatologies between Buddhism and Taosim in the East, and the Western Judeao-Christian-Islamic tradition.
 
The consumer research literature on death and consumption has begun to contribute valuable insights into theories and practices of how consumers manage the death experience of loved ones and the rituals which accompany this fundamental rite of passage (O’Donohoe and Turley, 2005, 2000; Bonsu and Belk, 2003; Bonsu and DeBerry-Spence, 2008; Gentry et al., 1995; Davies, 1997), the linkage between the achievement of secular immortality and consumer affluence (Hirschman, 1990), and the disposition of possessions of the dead (Kates, 2001; Price et al., 2000). Three consumer culture studies in particular look into death rituals and death consumption in a non-Western context: Bonsu and Belk (2003) (and a subsequent work by Bonsu and DeBerry-Spence (2008); Zhao and Belk’s (2003; 2008) study of Chinese death ritual consumption; and Wattanasuwan’s (2005) research on the paper burning ritual in Thailand. 

As Bonsu and Belk (2003) point out, Western perspectives on death and consumption can be challenged and extended by findings from differing cultural and religious contexts. For example, they point out that Terror Management Theory (TMT) in the West focuses on the way death ritual ameliorates the fear of the finality of death for the living. In contrast, Asian Buddhist death rituals celebrate death as a natural progression on the Wheel of Life. In this paper, we point to the aspects of consumption that can be enacted not only through socially visible and accepted rituals of exchange (Bonsu and DeBerry-Spence, 2008; Bonsu and Belk, 2003; Langer, 2007) but also within liminal spaces which operate to keep the social order and hierarchies between the living and the dead intact, fulfilling Driver’s (1998) ‘gifts’ of order, community and transformation which ritual bestows upon society. Importantly for consumer research theory, the tension between materialism and spiritual asceticism as expressed in hungry ghost rituals enables the opposing values to reach a form of conciliation.        

Hungry Ghosts and Thai Theravāda Buddhist Tradition
Across the Buddhist world, the hungry ghosts inspire many folk stories, rituals and festivals. Writing of the Tibetan Mahāyāna tradition, Gould (1991) refers to a hungry ghost as a ‘preta’, using an Anglicisation of the Sanskrit word to mean a recently dead ghost (Oates, 1974: Langer, 2007). In the Thai Theravāda tradition a ‘pred’ can subsist as a hungry ghost for an indeterminate time, depending on the circumstances. There are many different types of ghosts in Thai mythology. Some cannot let go of their loved ones, others cling to their former homes or to sensory pleasures. All are hungry in some way or other, most are tormented and some are malicious. In fact it has been suggested that Thai Theravāda Buddhism is so infused with spirit consciousness that it could more accurately be described as ghost worship (McDaniel, 2006). 
Hungry ghost festivals and rituals take place in many Asian countries including China, Tibet, Thailand, Taiwan, Singapore, Japan, Malaysia, and Hong Kong, usually around the 15th day of the 7th lunar month in the Chinese calendar, although this can vary somewhat according to timezone and local custom. At this propitious time the gates of the Hell realm are opened and, for a time, the hungry ghosts are able to escape to roam the physical world. In this, hungry ghost festivals share some common mythology with many other festivals of life and death around the world such as Samhain, Halloween, Purim, and el Dia de los Muertos, (e.g. Belk, 1994; Santino, 1995). The hungry ghost is a creature who is stuck between levels on the Wheel of Life, tormented by earthly desires. It may be a human who lived immorally or died badly, or who did not have relatives to perform the necessary rituals to enable him or her to progress from being an unhappy ghost in Hell to being a content ancestor. Hungry ghosts must be placated or distracted lest they steal food or paper offerings intended for relatives, or create mischief in other ways (Zhao and Belk, 2003). 

Theravāda Buddhism is practiced in Southeast Asian countries including Thailand, Sri Lanka, Burma, Laos and Cambodia, whereas Mahāyāna Buddhism is practiced in East and North Asian countries such as Tibet, China, Japan, Taiwan and Korea (though Confucianism and Taoism exert some influence on this branch of Buddhism in this region). For children in Thailand, where 95% of the population follows the Theravāda tradition of Buddhism (Kolm, 1985), the hungry ghost is described as a vivid and frightening entity with huge hands, long limbs and a tiny pin-hole sized mouth so it cannot feed itself to assuage its distress. Conveniently for adults, the first author recalls, children are told that they too will become a hungry ghost in their next life if they are disrespectful to their parents. But the spirits of the dead are not just sources of frightening stories for Thai Buddhists. A ghost is a liminal entity in Buddhism as it is in a transitional state towards other incarnations on the Wheel of Life. When loved ones die, the living have a duty to take part in rituals that will assist the transition of the deceased spirit from tormented, yearning ghost to happy and placated ancestor. 

It is common that in Thai funeral rituals (as in the Mahāyāna Buddhist tradition as well) the deceased will lay for 100 days and Pāli verses are chanted for them while they are wandering in between the stages of the Wheel of Life. The recitation of sections of the Abhidhamma (a Buddhist religious text) is performed by monks before the bodies are cremated. This ritual is thought to assist their transition and these texts are believed to contribute to the formation of new life. The cremation is regarded in Buddhism as a transformational process and is associated with the moment the spirit leaves the corpse and moves on to the next stage of the Wheel of Life. Relatives who visit the body before cremation often claim, sincerely, that they heard their relative’s ghost walking through the house.   

Festivals involving hungry ghosts in different regions can have a different character, and draw on differing histories, formats and mythologies. For example, at the Ge Tai festival in Singapore the ghosts are assumed to be physically present at the performance and attendees leave seats for them. Another festival, the ‘Por-tor’ hungry ghost festival in Phuket province, Thailand, is intended to earn merit for the living by offering food to ‘Por Tor Kong’ (the Devil spirit in charge of the hungry ghosts’ realm) and to other hungry spirits. Like most such festivals, Por-tor (this is an anglicised spelling which approximates the Thai word) is closely linked to local community and identities. Por-tor derives from the Chinese heritage in Southern Thailand when the first immigrants from China and Malaysia came to work in the tin mines of Phuket. In the Por-tor festival the consumption of food is prominent, especially of red turtle cakes that are symbolic of long life and good fortune. The festival is held to worship the ghosts who have been released from their realm by the goddess ‘Gwan Yin’ to return to their former homes. The living assist the dead in their transition from ghosts to ancestors by inviting the ghosts to come and eat. In return, the ghosts will give the people and the town blessings.  

Hungry ghost rituals, similar to the Joss paper burning ritual (Wattanasuwan, 2005), can involve burning paper money for the deceased to spend in the afterworld, along with elaborately crafted paper models of branded handbags, cars, wrist watches, laptops, mobile phones, and even cigarettes and Viagra tablets, often tagged with the name of the intended (deceased) recipient. The paper offerings are sometimes sanctified and seem to take on the role of a quasi-sacrifice when they are burnt, yet the goods they represent are intended to be re-animated in the afterlife for the use of the dead, in spite of hungry ghosts having committed the sin of materialism. Also present in Chinese Taosim, the practice of burning models of goods and money in honour of the deceased is influenced by folk beliefs, urban/rural differences and also by cultural history - state authorities in China have from time to time banned paper burning rituals and forced them underground (Blake, 2011), so that paper goods to be burned are sometimes sold ‘under the counter’ in ‘dark’ markets. 

The corporeal participants have a stake in the exchange since they earn merit for themselves and their families by engaging in the process. Placated ghosts will return blessings to the living. Merit is often conceived in varieties of Buddhism as a spiritual concept that has a material dimension - the faithful hope for a more favourable transition to their next existence on the Wheel of Life, but they also hope to benefit from greater luck and material comfort in this life. The benefits of merit in the here and now are often bound up with superstition and folk belief, such as when monks are asked to provide auspicious lottery numbers or to bless new cars or businesses. We will now discuss the method of this study before examining the Pee Ta Khon festival in greater depth.

Method
We use a multi-method approach to arrive at a tentative interpretation of some of the cultural meanings of hungry ghost rituals. For empirical clarity we focus in this paper mainly on one such festival, the Pee Ta Khon. This event was not one of those we observed directly, but we chose to focus on it because it is a vivid enactment of the hungry ghost mythology with a unique combination of festival and ritual. 

Our analysis of the festival draws on three main elements. We conduct a discourse analysis (Potter and Wetherell, 1987) of three semi-structured interview transcripts (translated by the first author) with an official at the Thai Authority of Tourism, with the leading local festival organiser, and with a local expert on the festival in Bangkok. Secondly, we conducted a visual semiotic analysis (Hodge and Cress, 1988; Culler, 1985; Pink, 2006; Buckingham, 2009) of selected publicly available video ethnographies of the festival, in order to achieve a mediated form of naturalistic observation (Belk and Kozinets, 2005). Thirdly, we sought an ethnomethodologically informed ‘rich’ description (Geertz, 1973) by contextualizing this information with the first author’s first-hand knowledge of hungry ghost mythology and Thai death ritual, with archive material about the festival on Thai tourism websites, and with informal observations and conversations with other Thai nationals with knowledge of these events. Assimilating and coding the various sources of data, we collated a number of sub-themes that we distilled into two main meta-themes or ‘interpretive repertoires’ (Potter and Wetherell, 1978), discussed below.         

We believe our analysis to be well-informed but it is not definitive. Thai Theravāda Buddhism is inflected with many animistic, Brahamistic, and local folklore beliefs, along with regional emphases drawing from Taoist, Mon and Khmer traditions. This amounts to a ghost-oriented (McDaniel, 2006) and highly variable system of beliefs, behaviors and myths. Further complicating the analysis, Thai language consists of differing dialects and vocabularies in different regions. A person raised and educated in Bangkok can only communicate with great difficulty with compatriots from the regions if they speak only the local dialect. We offer what we believe is a well-informed outsider’s interpretation which, as we note, cannot be regarded as definitive.     
 
The Pee Ta Khon festival    
In the following account, we draw on our transcribed interviews, archive material on Thai tourism websites, and our analysis of the video data, and we contextualise all this with the first author’s understanding of how the folk beliefs and mythologies celebrated in the ritual percolate through to everyday Thai life. It is important firstly to describe the mythical foundation, ritual practices and local meanings entailed in this unique ritual.  

The ‘Pee Ta Khon’ or Hungry Ghost festival held annually for three days in Dansai district in the north-central Loei province of Thailand, is one of the most important Thai merit-making ceremonies in the ‘Heed Sib-Song Klong Sib-Si’ tradition of the Theravāda Buddhist calendar (Ruangviset, 1996). It also doubles as a fertility festival calling on the relevant spirits to bless the forthcoming harvest. Dansai is regarded as a sacred place and this festival, like all such festivals, is unique to this district. Its history goes back further than local memory. It cannot be held anywhere else in this form. It is considered essentially local and central to the identity of the local people, although today it attracts an international tourist audience. It is promoted by the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) although only the hardier travelers can attend - it is a bus and pick-up truck journey of some 14 hours from Bangkok, and well beyond the typical luxury hotel venue. Attendance is made more difficult because the precise timing of the event is decided, often at the last minute, by local ‘black magicians’ (literally translated) or spiritual leaders, and can be anywhere between March and June. 

‘Pee Ta Khon’ is part of the larger event called ‘Bun Luang’, and includes the ‘Pee Ta Khon’ festival (hungry ghost festival), the ‘Prapheni Bun Bung Fai’ (rocket festival) and ‘Bun Pra Wate’ (a merit making ceremony). Originally known as ‘Pee Tam Khon’, which is literally translated as ‘ghosts follow the living’ the festival is based on an old folklore tale. The procession of ghosts in the Pee Ta Kohn re-enacts the last and tenth incarnation of the Buddha, Prince Mahavejsandon, leaving his banishment in the forest to return to the village, accompanied by the ghosts who wish to escort him safely back to the town. His parents and family welcome him back after banishment and ghosts who respect him join the festival. 
Some 200-300 ‘ghosts’ are involved in the main procession, dressed in elaborately hand-made costumes with fierce masks. The event is more than one hundred years old but female ghost actors have been present only for the last ten, reflecting a slow softening of the patriarchal character of such rituals. In Thai tradition ghosts can be male or female – indeed, some of the most frighteningly angry and dangerous ghosts in folklore are female. The town’s residents put great effort into the giant ghost costumes, and wear masks made of rice husks or coconut leaves with hats made from sticky-rice steamers and patchwork clothing. The first day of the festival is called ‘Wan Ruam’ which literally means an assembly day. The ritual starts in the early morning, the town’s residents invite the Spirit known as ‘Phra U-Pakut’ from the ‘Mun River’ to protect the area where the festival is held. The town’s residents believe that he will help the festival run smoothly. There is a small parade at this stage. Later in the morning the parade goes to the house of the black magician or wizard, called ‘Ban Chow Guan’ in order to perform the ritual ‘Bai Sri Soo Kwan’ (the ritual of bringing back spirits). When this is finished, ‘Chow Guan’ (the black magician who takes care of a ghost named ‘Pee Hor Luang’), Nang Tieam, Kana San, and Nang Tang (the black magician’s helpers), a dancing group of Pee Ta Khon and some local residents would be invited to join the parade. The parade then moves to ‘Phon Chai’ temple and more local residents in their ghost outfits join the parade. 
The second day is the main spectacle of the Pee Ta Khon festival, groups of ghosts will join the parade, dancing and teasing people along their way, sometimes prodding tourists with their giant phalluses. This irreverence is significant not only for the way it mimics the mischievousness of ghosts- it is also strikingly unusual in Thai culture.  Thai communication is heavily inflected with a consciousness of the social status of the speaker and the spoken to, along with an etiquette of body language and greeting, so breaking these somewhat stilted but deeply serious conventions is highly unusual. The general sense of a temporary dissolution of social hierarchy is assisted by much alcohol consumption. Western pop music and American stars-and-stripes national flags add to the sense of a cultural hiatus. The parade continues until the afternoon when the ghosts welcome the Prince Mahavejsandon and his family back to the earth (this part is called ‘Hae Phra’). The third day is the day of virtue. Local people attend a grand sermon and follow Buddhist rituals at the temple. The exuberance of the previous days gives way to solemn piety, and the behaviour of the ‘ghosts’ changes accordingly. 
Unlike in some other merit making festivals, such as Por Tor and Ge Tai, the ghosts are not regarded as literally present during the Pee Ta Khon parade. The festival is thought to be under the protection of, and in honor of, spirits, and this is reinforced in the merit ceremonies at the temple towards the end of the festivities. The ghost performers in the parade are not ‘real’ ghosts, but they are, in a sense, part of the contemplation of death that is so central to Theravāda Buddhist belief, and is also echoed in other festivals around the world, such as the Mexican Dia de los Muertos, the Day of the Dead. 

Findings 
Two superordinate themes emerged from sifting and coding the various data sets. We express these as polarities: spiritual/material and sacred/profane. They overlap, but for expository purposes each will be discussed in turn. The themes comprise practices and discourses that nuance the ways in which the cultural tension between materialism and ascetic spirituality play out in the ritual context of Pee Ta Khon.    
Spiritual/material
The Pee Ta Khon festival, like all such festivals, is coded according to ancient beliefs, but they are evolving in line with social changes. The interviews with organisers were notable for their emphasis on the serious religious, historical and cultural influences that shape the festival. To the Western observer, however, the festival seems to have a party atmosphere that belies its serious meaning. Lady Gaga’s songs were sometimes played as the hungry ghosts danced, and as we note above, American flags were part of the costume of some hungry ghosts. This could reflect an element of cultural globalisation which, in some different circumstances, inflects local death rituals (Bonsu and Belk, 2003). To the outsider, the juxtaposition of Western symbols and alcohol-fuelled levity with deep religious symbolism in Pee Ta Kohn is striking, and yet it seems thoroughly normalised. None of the interview participants expressed any sense that the piety of the ritual was compromised by these or other influences of marketisation or detraditionalisation (McAlexander et al., 2014) from contemporary material culture.      

The festival itself is a consumption event not only with regard to its value to tourism (some other hungry ghost events are limited to local or ethnic attendees) but also as an occasion to sell food, beer, souvenirs and other goods from stalls set up along the parade route. The local people regard the event as a powerful motif of local identity and they invest substantial money and time into preparing the costumes and staging the event. It also references the cultural belief that consumption (of food and other offerings) by ghosts must be assisted in order to earn merit and reciprocal material advantages for the living. In heralding the ghosts and providing offerings of food to them, the living acknowledge their own liminal state as temporary beings on the Wheel of Life. Consumption, and consumerism, then, is merely part of the earthly landscape and its moral status is relative to other aspects of a person’s life, circumstances and behaviour. It should be noted also that many Asian Buddhists believe that good material fortune in this life is a consequence of moral virtue shown in a previous life, hence wealth, health and good fortune can reflect spiritual virtue. There is no ontological discontinuity between past and present lives, and material benefits can translate from one to the other. Merit can be earned by the living who proffer offerings of food, bunt goods or prayers to the dead, while blessings may flow from the dead to the living, resulting in material good fortune.      

The separation of the commercial or profane from the spiritual or sacred (Belk et al., 1989) seems to be accomplished without tension. In interviews, the organisers spoke of the mythology and ritual with the utmost seriousness, while they allow that the event has become an important economic boost for the region under the auspices of the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT). There may be more tensions than interviews acknowledged, but this would be difficult to assess in a culture in which harmony tends to prized. The piety subsists alongside earthy enjoyment of the carnival aspects of the celebration, for participants as well as observers. One organiser complained that sometimes his male ‘ghosts’ had too much to drink on the day and ended up fighting. Drinking, buying at markets and enjoying food and fun are all vibrant aspects of Thai culture, but religious observance is usually attended in a pious and restrained manner. The Pee Ta Khon provides a ritual setting in which the spiritual and the material are juxtaposed and assimilated. The carnival aspects of the parade signify that this mutual accommodation is special and exceptional.  
 
Sacred/profane 
In the main parade, genitalia of both male and female hungry ghosts are displayed in hugely exaggerated form. This is treated in a matter-of-fact way by audience and organisers (none remarked on the incongruity of it in the context of a religious celebration) but it appears to be unique to this festival and highly unusual in Thai cultural representation, notwithstanding the elements of fertility ritual that may have been absorbed into Pee Ta Khon. Thailand may be well-known in the West for its sex industry but mainstream Thai culture is deeply conservative. The hungry ghost figures flaunt their genitalia and use them to tease local residents, other participants and tourists. In addition, models of exaggerated genitalia and priapic figures are also available for sale from streetside stalls, as they are, for example, in parts of Greece. Playfulness is present in other Thai festivals, such as Songkran in which water is sprayed at strangers, but without the sexual ribaldry. 

The Rabelasian, carnivalesque (Bakhtin, 2009; Belk, 1994) levity of the ‘Pee Ta Khon’ festival is a tradition that evolved to entice the ghosts from their realm and encourage them to join in the fun. Levity can be an important part of ritual (Minowa, 2008) but, for many participants, especially those who attend just for the fun, the mythological meaning of this levity would not necessarily be apparent. Such elements are seen but not necessarily spoken of by local people, and like many aspects of local ritual they evolve organically. The juxtaposition of sacred and profane is especially noticeable since the crude behaviour of the ghosts gives way to solemn piety and decorum in the last phase of the festival. They attend a grand sermon at the local temple and behave in accordance with Thai norms and social and ethical standards. The contrast with the earlier impish behaviour is striking, and symbolises the re-instantiation of social norms. If the festival has gone well then the assumption is that the spirits were suitably placated and the region will be protected and helped to a good crop in the coming year. As is the case in Bakhtinian (2009) carnival, ribald behaviour parodies and subverts norms of social deportment, but only within ritually designated temporal and spatial limits. Part of Pee Ta Khon’s ritual purpose seems to be to both legitimise and contain the transgression of social norms of polite behaviour. The sense of renewal engendered through ritual has an added resonance in death ritual, since the immanence of death for the living is openly acknowledged and celebrated, rather than sublimated. In this case, profanity (the flaunting of mock genitalia by the parading ‘ghosts’) is not only a means of temporarily subverting social norms and structures in order to re-instantiate them, but also a key part of the sacred meaning of the ritual since it serves to attract the ghosts to the parade. 
Discussion
It could be speculated that the water-throwing in Songkran and the waving of genitalia in Pee Ta Khon hint at the throwing of human excrement and the ‘grotesque bodies’ of Bakhtin’s (2009) medieval ‘festival of fools’. The effect could be the same, that is, to constrain the transgression of the normal (and imposed) moral order into one condensed event, for the purpose of re-inscribing the social order. The celebration of consumption, too, that is a part of hungry ghost festivals, is similarly placed under the authority of social norms. Thus, there is no cultural contradiction between consumerism, and spiritual virtue: through ritual, they both serve the social order. Consumption is a feature of many religions as a force of detraditionalisation and marketisation (McAlexander et al., 2014). Consumption may appear peripheral to the Pee Ta Khon festival, but it is in fact a central component that is key to understanding its ritual meaning.   

Ritual permits taboos to be broken, but the transgression has a role in re-instantiating the taboo, and the taboo is immanent in the transgression (Bataille, 2007). The ritual elements of the Pee Ta Kohn could be seen as a rare example of the re-inscription of the seldom-acknowledged sexual conservatism in polite Thai society. Sexual liberality, like excessive desire for material goods, can condemn a person to the bleak spiritual destiny of the hungry ghost, yet the ritual representation of consumption and its negative spiritual consequences serves to reconcile the opposing cultural values of the sin of earthly desire versus virtuous asceticism. The subversive and mischievous character of the ghost procession speaks to the role of ghosts in Thai life as a source of mischief and danger and adds to the sense of the carnivalesque as the normal, everyday world is turned upside down and inside out. The normal concern in Thai society for respect, politeness and delicate social behavior is temporarily suspended as the procession weaves through the town in a spirit of transgressive exuberance. 

The ‘Pee Ta Khon’ festival makes a symbolic statement about the social order (Driver, 1998). The ‘ghosts’, although a figurative rather than a literal presence at this stage in the festival, are heralded as liminal entities (Turner, 2009) on a physical and a spiritual journey, but fully present neither in their destination nor in their place of origin. Individuals and groups taking part in the festival could be said to detach themselves from their normal “fixed point in the social structure” (Turner, 2009, p. 94) – that is, from their normal roles, status and ranks in Thai society to join in the irreverent and subversive levity. As the subversive behaviour gives way to more solemn piety during the final stage, the moral order is thus renewed and reinstated, as in Carnival and Mardis Gras.  

The event as a whole dramatises the cultural myth (Campbell, 1972; Harrison, 1912; Rook, 1985) of the Prince Mahavejsandon and makes a vivid spectacle of the usually hidden beliefs about hungry ghosts as abandoned and wandering souls, temporarily freed from the realms of hell. The living should placate the ghosts so they will not do them any harm in this life, thus linking the present with the past (Durkheim, 1912). The dead, in the form of ghosts, are seen as representations of the living in a liminal context: they are beings who, like the living, are subsisting on the Wheel of Life, but at different levels. The existence of hungry ghosts is a stark warning of the bleak spiritual destiny that awaits those who cling to the desires of the material world, yet consumption practices, both symbolic (paper burning) and material (feasting) are used to connect dead and living, and to generate virtue (and merit) from evil. The ideological dilemma of materialism versus spiritual asceticism is thus resolved through consumption ritual. The Pee Ta Khon illustrates the cultural significance of death ritual to consumption, and of consumption to death ritual, and nuances the understanding of Asian (specifically, Thai) consumer culture beyond simplistic notions of unproblematically ostentatious material consumption. The tensions underlying Western-style consumption practices in the East are both revealed, and, to an extent, reconciled, through the ritual performance of religious belief.  

Concluding comment 
As we note, a definitive reading of the meaning of such a festival is not possible, and further research including fully immersive long-term ethnographies would be most useful in this area. Our interpretation is necessarily provisional. We do not intend to conflate the distinctions between different Buddhist traditions or hungry ghost mythologies but, rather to highlight those distinctions. In the present study, the figure of the hungry ghost in its many manifestations in Asian death rituals is a startling metaphor for the tensions underlying Western-style consumerism in Asia. Death ritual can serve to symbolically connect contemporary society with pre-capitalist forms of exchange (Blake, 2011). Ritual can tell us much about the ways in which the values of consumption are reconciled or integrated with more traditional, pre-capitalist values, and the Pee Ta Kohn is one striking example.
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